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Lossless image coding may be performed by applying arithmetic coding sequentially
to probabilities conditioned on the past data. Therefore the model is very important.
A new image model is applied to image coding. The model is based on a Markov
process involving hidden states. An underlying Markov process called the slice process
speci�es D rows with the width of the image. Each new row of the image coincides
with row N of an instance of the slice process. The N � 1 previous rows are read
from the causal part of the image and the last D �N rows are hidden. This gives a
description of the current row conditioned on the N �1 previous rows. From the slice
process we may decompose the description into a sequence of conditional probabilities,
involving a combination of a forward and a backward pass. In e�ect the causal part
of the last N rows of the image becomes the context. The forward pass obtained
directly from the slice process starts from the left for each row with D � N hidden
rows. The backward pass starting from the right additionally has the current row as
hidden. The backward pass may be described as a completion of the forward pass.
It plays the role of normalizing the possible completions of the forward pass for each
pixel. The hidden states may e�ectively be represented in a trellis structure as in
an HMM. For the slice process we use a state of D rows and V � 1 columns, thus
involving V columns in each transition.
The new model was applied to a bi-level image (S09 of the JBIG test set) in a two-part
coding scheme. The transition probabilities of the slice process were estimated from
the occurrence counts over all V by D rectangles within the image. The ideal code
length without the model cost was measured to be 631,478 bits for (V;D;N) = (4,3,2)
and 571,690 bits for (V;D;N) = (3,5,4). Coding the model parameters by quantizing
each occurence count uniformly to 11 bits precision gave a total code length of 678,854
bits for (V;D;N) = (4,3,2). This is more than the 584,688 bits for JBIG coding. The
results of the new method could be improved by optimizing and using more e�cient
coding of the model parameters.
The formulas are identical to those of the CPH-MM [1], which by the additional
requirement of rotational symmetry of the states of the underlying process ensures a
stationary model description with a well de�ned entropy which may be bounded given
the underlying process.
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